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IN RIGHT EARNEST
Our half yearly unaudited financial results are out and we are pleased to
inform you that we have made a modest Rs. 4.46 Lakhs excess of income
over expenditure. Though the Club Memorandum of Association states that
the object of the Club is to operate on a no profit and no loss basis, in terms
of financial management, it is difficult to aim at such a status. Our efforts at
increasing sales, cutting costs, developing new vendors, maintaining good
control over inventories and motivating staff to reduce wastage, have all paid
off. Joint Secretary Mr. Ganesh Kamath, who is also the Chairman of the Sub
Committee on Finance and Kitchen, has been the key driver.
As of now, we have not taken up any new large capital expenditure project. Our
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focus in the last three months has been on completing the pending works of the
AC Hall and Gym.
We have ordered a Cabin for our Security Guards at a cost of Rs. 1.40 Lakh which should be ready before Christmas. We have
floated enquiries for 150 banquet chairs for the new Hall and for an automated boom gate at the entrance. The committee has
also approved the installation of a new elevator which will cost somewhere between Rs.10.00 and Rs.15.00 Lakh and negotiations
with 3 suppliers are in progress to get the best in terms of costs and quality.
The Managing Committee has approved the affiliation requests of The Ranchi Club Limited and The Mumbai Police Gymkhana.
The Menu of the Club is being revamped. For a start, we are aiming at standardization of 25 Dishes which will not change with a
change in Chefs.
Two new dishes, Kundapur Chicken Ghee Roast and Honey Mustard chicken have been introduced courtesy Mrs. Lakshmi Shetty
and Mrs. Neena M.Koland.
The Oktoberfest and Diwali Nite were a huge success. The responsibility of organizing them was shouldered by our Immediate Past
Hon. Secretary Mr. Paul Mascarenhas in the absence of Mr. Sam Saldanha.
The second session of training for our House Keeping and Hospitality Staff has just been completed by HTI, Mumbai and we hope
to see new vigor in our staff.

Isaac Vas

Honorary Secretary.

THE EDITORS DESK
Mangaloreans had a relatively quiet
Diwali owing to the citizens toning
down their crackers. Some of us
might miss the noisy celebrations of
our childhood. However, the gaiety
and significance of this great festival
remain undiminished!
Coming back to ‘MC live’, the year
hurtles to an end and things are
livening up at MC! We had a Diwali
Nite par excellence hosted by the
club, Hon. secretary and team
please take a bow. If this was Diwali
we can’t wait for the Christmas
ball! In this issue, we have a glass
by glass account of ‘Octoberfest’,
Committee member Satish Pai
Rangoli at the Diwali Nite
unmasked by our intrepid reporter,
rumination on the Netravati bridge and for the foodies among you to tuck in, a new dish is born! We hope all this makes for
pleasant reading.

Dr. Siddarth Shetty
Editor, MC Live

RENDEZVOUS

1. Full Name: B. Sathish Pai
2. Birthday:16th of November
3. Family Member’s names: Sapna
(wife), Sandhya (daughter) & Sachin
(sons)
4. Mangalore Club member since: 2002
5.Favourite MC food: Butter Garlic
Prawns
6. Favourite MC drink:Margarita
8. In which area of MC are you most
likely to be found: Bar
9. My family & I frequent MC because:
It’s only one of its kind! Good food,
service, facilities, excellent location &
best interiors (thanks to Peter & Paul), a
perfect Club 10/10.
11. The pride of Mangalore is:
MANGALOREANS! Well educated, polite,
law abiding and good looking too!
12. If a magic genie granted you one
wish, it would be:To be 18 till I die! (I
already think like that.)

13. If you were made PM for one day,
you would: Declare that day as ‘Partying
Day’ for entire India – everything on
the house! Let the people enjoy
for
one day. But on a more serious note; I
wish to make all Indians equal.
14. If you were stuck on an Island,
who would you choose for company?:
I have to say my WIFE (otherwise, I will
definitely be sent to an island!)
15. Which famous person/ cartoon
character best describes you?: Don
Corleone.
16. 1 thing that most people don’t
know about you:
I am a very
quiet & shy person.
17. The best compliment you ever
received: Rambo, Salman!!
18. 1 thing you cannot live without:
My Wife (I have to live no?!)
19. Your life philosophy: You
have
only one life to live, make the best of it!
Interviewed by : Rajni Lobo patrao

Menu Card

A page from the soon to be released MC Menu Card

I have an impressionable palate and a well
worded menu excites me. But thanks to the
advent of luxury today’s menu cards are less
of card and more of book. Nevertheless, a
dining partner who can surf a menu card and
authoritatively question the steward, I feel
deserves to be feted.
If Jelabi & Rabdi was priced at Rs.750.00,
it would probably be described as ‘Fried
rings of cultured batter, saffron, sugar
syrup, reduced milk’. But if it is only Rs.30
it deserves no introduction. Forget the
nomenclature, the toughest part I think is
making a dish consistently great – you order
it years later and it’s still as good as what
you remember. I know of some fine dining
places in Mangalore which haven’t changed
in years and make the same dishes as good.
But tastes evolve and so does the food. I
remember an incident at the Club when a
senior member ordered Chicken Steamed
Rice. What he got must have startled him.
He sportingly sent a feedback asking for
the recipe. It so happened that the original
cuisinier had long since left and the hapless
chef at the kitchen was left to his own
devices to make a dish which didn’t even
faintly resemble what it should have been.
The IT team that recently developed the
Club Software was startled to note that the
system had over 1900 items on the Menu.
The record for the largest menu since
October 1, 2005, consisted of 1810 different
items achieved by the restaurant Mofarguru
in Budapest, Hungary.
Don’t we deserve accolades too?
- Isaac Vas

DIWALI NITE
The place was a throwback to the past- a magnificent welcome arch, diyas lighting
the way, massive figurines and statues standing in mute testimony, silent spectators
to the MC Diwali celebrations. Never had the club looked more traditionally beautiful.
The evening got under way with the lighting of the lamp by the managing
committee and those past secretaries who were present. Meanwhile, the chaat and
dosa counters were doing brisk business, turning out their delicacies at breakneck
speed as revellers wolfed them down and demanded more. Spirits flowed at

the bar counter and everyone was in the mood.
The band ‘DnT’ took charge and called people onto the
floor and the dancing began to Bollywood and dandiya
songs. But the evening really took off when DJ Cletus
came on. He was in fine form and his chartbusters,
with the videos playing on the giant screen behind,
lifted energy levels. Even reluctant seat bound
members couldn’t restrain themselves and were soon
setting a frantic pace on the dance floor! Cletus stole
the show from the band and made the party happen.
As always the revels went on into the wee hours.
We watched the handing over of the party
baton to the next generation as the millennials
took centre stage, their parents watching
proudly and sometimes a little apprehensively!
All in all, a terrific evening, much enjoyed by those
who attended. A lovely buffet dinner rounded things
off nicely and we went home sated and all partied
out!
Reported by Dr. Ajay kamath

OKTOBERFEST 2017

It was a relaxing October noon , by the pool
With weather , pleasant , breezy and cool.
The theme was checkered , yellow , white and blue
With life-size posters , balloons and long benches to sit and
drink the brew.
The decor transported us to the fairgrounds in Munich ,
Germany
Chilled Carlsberg , Bira , UB and Tuborg was served from the
MC ‘brewery ‘.
The menu was lip-smacking and in true Bavarian style
An assortment of sausages and potato bacon salad that
made every foodie , smile.
The air was filled with the sound of retro music
Vivian , Colette and Munita created melodious magic.
Time really flew by , as we guzzled the cold amber ale and
mingled away
If only we could celebrate Oktoberfest everyday!
We toasted , tasted and tapped our feet
As the poster promised , we did , DRINK ...BURP... REPEAT...!
CHEERS!!

-Ramona Mathias

For the sport of it!

The 718 Cayman is one more reason for you to regret having missed the October Fest at MC. The legendary German car that delivered
countless podium finishes and a will to break standards was on display for the first time at the Club. Short of a test drive one could check out
everything in the car including the upto 350 units of turbocharged horsepower. The 718 models were made for the sport of it. These midengine roadsters unite the sporting spirit of the legendary Porsche 718 with the sports car of tomorrow – and transfer it to the roads of today’s
world. With one goal: to take the everyday out of every day. The 718 Cayman. For the sport of it.

Honey Mustard Chicken
This month, we’ve got an interesting treat to
tickle your taste buds. The Honey Mustard
Chicken is a unique mélange of flavours –
the mellow sweet honey melding in with the
fiery burst of mustard gives a sinfully savoury
sweet and spicy after-taste on your palate.
This sweet twist in the spicy tale is something
one just shouldn’t miss out. Skillfully
prepared by simmering a tender chicken leg
with butter, fresh cream and potatoes and
later adding in the honey, sauce made by
freshly grinding mustard, crushed pepper,
bacon and garnished with rosemary. Sample
the dish, you are bound to love it. This recipe
was contributed to the MC kitchen menu by
Neena M Koland.

- The Epicurean Foodie

MANGALORE CLUB
INCOME & EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT FOR APRIL TO SEPTEMBER 2017
2017
INCOME
Rs in lakhs

Sales
Mess
Bar
Beverages
Cigarettes
Stores /Services

Subscriptions
Other Receipts : Tax Collected
Other Income: Interest/covercharge/others
Total Income
Material cost
Opening Stock:
Add : Purchases

EXPENDITURE

Less: Closing stock

48.48
49.24
4.80
2.15
0.57
105.24

105.24
14.81
27.07
32.26
179.38

2017
97.26
65.00
162.26
91.31

2016
Rs in lakhs
41.90
39.38
4.29
1.66
0.21
87.44

87.44
11.51
16.77
28.75
144.47

2016

70.95

81.88
55.81
137.69
75.58

62.11

Power & Water charges:
Establishment charges:Salary&staff welfare
Administartion & Other Expenses
Entertainment / Sports/ Tournt./ Hamper
Taxes & License fee
Repairs & Maintenance
Interest & Financial charges
Total Expenditure

10.49
35.94
18.84
3.84
27.1
8.49
0.55
176.20

10.93
33.08
16.48
2.45
27.45
9.99
0.34
162.83

Total Income
Less: Total Expenditure
Excess of Income over expenditure
Less : Depreciation (approx)
Excess of Income over expenditure
Add; Investment Income
Interest on FD (accrued)
Interest on FD linked
Excess of Income over expenditure

179.38
176.20
3.20
14.81
-11.61

144.47
162.83
-18.36
13.09
-31.45

15.65
0.42
4.46

16.75
0.61
-14.09

Note: For detailed half year accounts please check at member login page on our website www.mangaloreclub.com

OBITUARY
Mr.Peter Vaz on 19.07.2017
Mr.E.G.Goveas on 13.08.2017
Mr.Len F.M.Pais on 07.09.2017

EVENT CALENDAR
19.11.2017 Sunday – Housie
25.11.2017 Saturday – Halloween Bar Night
26.11.2017 Sunday – Rummy Knockout Tournament

IDENTITY
Lounging in a chair on the Terrace Grill, watching night descend those days it was the longest rail route in the country. The train
over Mangalore, I was woken up from my reverie by the sound of a ran for over a year, after which its journey was curtailed and the
train thundering to its destination on the 110 year old Ullal Bridge. train originated from Coimbatore.
I was taken back in time, to the many occasions I had travelled
across this bridge. First, it was on a train hauled by a coal fired
steam locomotive. After steam engines were withdrawn from
service in 1984, on longer trains hauled by diesel locomotives.
And from April 2017, on trains hauled by electric locomotives.

In the 1980s the bridge suffered damage. It was rumored that the
transporting of a monolith granite statute of Gomateshwara had
weakened the bridge. Trains crawled over the bridge and it was
closed for traffic on all Sundays. After nearly six months of repair
work, the bridge was opened to traffic with speed restrictions.

Historically, Mangalore was put on the railway map in 1907,
when the nearly 800 metres Ullal Bridge, across the 103 km long
Netravati river, was thrown open to traffic. The first long distance
train introduced on the track was the No. 1, Madras to Mangalore
Express in 2014 (The train still runs as the 12601 Chennai –
Mangalore Mail)

On the completion of the doubling of the track from Mangalore
to Shornur, a new bridge was commissioned for trains moving
towards Kerala The old bridge is now used by trains coming into
Mangalore. At the northern end of the bridge, trains entering
Mangalore Central slow down to a speed of 15kph. Trains heading
towards Mangalore Junction reduce their speed to 45 kph.

In 1929, the railways introduced a weekly Grand Trunk Express, And yet another makes its way across the bridge with a deep
which ran from Mangalore to Peshawar (in modern day Pakistan). rumbling of the girders…..
The train took a total of 104 hours to complete the journey & in CA Lionel Aranha
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